
THE SOUTH AFRICAN BOER GOAT STANDARD (ABGA,  
USBGA, AND IBGA-International  COMPARED TOGETHER--
PART BY PART): The below comparison of ABGA , IBGA, and USBGA standards 

were compiled by this Editor as a tool in order to see the differences between the three. 
Where meaning was the same in some cases the wording was made similar. I also 
grouped and changed the names on some categories as long as they were referencing the 
same thing. Get your own copies of each standard for total understanding of each from 
the above referenced links to the association.     (Return).  
OVERALL QUALITY, SIZE, APPEARANCE AND TYPE  
OVERALL QUALITY, SIZE, APPEARANCE AND TYPE (General Appearance)-ABGA: The 
overall objective is for a goat to have suitable size with maximum meat yields, good 
structural conformation which meets environmental and production requirements, high 
adaptability to environmental conditions and high fertility. Ideally, this is an animal with 
short glossy hair with fine luster. The major portion of the body should be white with dark 
coloration around the head and pigmented skin in hairless areas around the head and 
under the tail to reduce sunburn, cancers, and skin diseases. A loose, supple skin helps 
the animal adapt to wide climatic conditions, and possibly provides resistance to external 
parasites. In general appearance, a Boer Goat has a dark head and horns which curve 
backwards. Animals should be strong, vigorous, and symmetrical, with well balanced 
muscling. Bucks should be masculine and well proportioned, but not overly developed in 
the head, neck and forequarter, making it out of proportion with the rest of the body. Does 
should be feminine, yet strong, and have a slightly more angular chest than bucks. They 
should be able to breed easily and have the conformation and constitution to easily raise 
fast growing kids. Overall, the ideal is rapidly growing, well proportioned goat of suitable 
size with the ability to maximally produce prime cuts of meat to meet consumer demands. 
A desirable relationship between the length of leg and depth of body should be achieved 
at all ages with kids and young goats being slightly longer in the leg. 

GENERAL APPEARANCE - IBGA-International:  None listed.  However, here would be a 
good place to define the terms "serious defects" and "very serious defects" as used by 
IBGA.  "The severity of a fault is based on the extent to which it would jeopardize the three 
most important functions of the Boer goat: to produce meat, to be pasture-hardy, and to 
produce offspring.  "Very serious defects" interfere with the goats being able to carry a 
suitable amount of meat on its body, walk well, eat efficiently or rear healthy offspring, 
therefore making that goat unsuitable for showing or breeding.  The editors interpretation 
of "very serious fault" is that it is a disqualification...."unsuitable for showing or 
breeding"...as stated above. 

GENERAL APPEARANCE - USBGA:  The Boer goat is a meat animal and as such the 
general appearance should give an impression of size and strenth.  The bucks should be 
substantially larger than does with a broad chest, a strong back and smooth muscled 
rump.  Their head should be broad with a convex nose and horns that curve back.  Does 
should also appear broad with a firm stance, meaty chest and strong rump and thights; 
but with a more feminine appearance.  The overall appearance should be that of a strong, 
well built meat producer. 

HEAD  
HEAD - ABGA: A prominent, strong HEAD with brown EYES, a gentle appearance.  NOSE 
with a gentle curve, wide NOSTRILS,  well formed MOUTH with well-opposed JAWS. Jaws 
must have no over or under bite from birth to 24 months.  1/4 inch under bite is allowed 
after 24 months.  Correct fit is preferred.  TEETH should erupt in the proper sequential 



positions.  FOREHEAD should be prominent and form an even curve linking the nose and 
horns. HORNS should be dark, round, strong, moderate length, positioned well apart and 
have a gradual backward curve before turning outward symmetrically.  EARS should be 
smooth of medium length and hang downward. 

HEAD - IBGA-International:  Should have a strong HEAD, large brown gentle EYES, Roman 
nose and protruding forehead which makes a curving profile from the nostrils through the 
horns.  Viewed while facing the goat, the head is elongated triangle with a bottom point 
that is blunt and moderately wide.  It is not long and narrow as are the heads of some 
other breeds of goats.  Bottom JAW should be strong and deep.  NOSTRIL openings 
should be wide and set well apart.  HORNS should be strong, round, set wide apart with a 
gradual backward curve.  Horns should be set so that it may move its head freely.  TEETH 
of goats over three months old must touch the upper pad, except that the mouth of a goat 
over two years old may have a 1/4 inch gap between the teeth and the upper pad.  Nursing 
kids under three months old must have the base of their teeth lined up with the pad.  This 
provision allows for the tendency of kid's teeth to slant slightly forward during the period 
of time he is nursing.  Teeth should be rooted in the correct place along the lower 
jaw.....that is to say that permanent teeth should appear in correct sequence so that each 
pair is contiguous to the previous pair, not spaced out so that a baby tooth is present 
between two permanent teeth.  The lower JAW should not be shallow but should be of 
sufficient depth to be strong and should not come to a point but should be broad across 
the end.  EARS should be wide and pendulous, long enough to hang below the bottom line 
of the lower jaw.  A buck should have a larger, broader head than a doe, and his horns 
should be bigger around and longer.  Often he has wrinkles in the skin across the nose.  
COLOR: The head may be completely red or have a white blaze in the face.  As a minimum, 
the head should have enough color to surround the eyes and cover 50% of the head.  The 
ears should ideally be 90% colored, but 50% coloring is acceptable if the skin under the 
white hair is pigmented.  The color of the hair may vary from light to dark red. 

HEAD - USBGA:  Appearance: strong. Eyes: brown. Nose/forehead: Should have a smooth 
and continuous convex curve from the nose to the apex of the horn.   Horns: should be 
round, darkly colored, moderately to widely spaced. (Does may have their horns removed). 
Ears: are to be flat, hung smoothly along the side of the face, avoiding the eyes. The 
bottom tip may be folded.  Jaws: should not be pointed, pinched, undershot or overshot, 
must fit well together.  Both ears should have at least 75% red coloring to be ideal, 50% is 
acceptable if at least 75% of head area is colored.  The red on face should be at least 40% 
on both sides of the head, excluding the ears.  A totally red head, or a red head with a 
white blaze or white spot is ideal.  Red may range in shade from light to dark red, although 
orange, brown or reddish black will be accepted. 

FAULTS/HEAD:  

(ABGA): Faults: concave forehead, straight horns, jaw too pointed, 
overshot or undershot jaws..  Disqualifications:  Blue eyes, ears folded 
lengthwise, short ears, parrot mouth or more than 1/4 of an inch under bite. 
  

(IBGA-International): Serious defects: Horns that are too straight, horns 
that rub into the skin, a lower jaw that is so shallow it makes the goat's 
profile look pointed, ears that are too short, ears that protrude stiffly.  Very 
serious defects: Concave forehead, blue eyes, undershot jaw, overshot 
jaw, hare lip, ears that twist at the base so that the ear hangs folded for its 



entire length.   

(USBGA)- Slight to Serious Defects: horns too straight or too flat or too 
close together, pointed jaw or pinched jaw, stiff protruding ears or ears too 
short, lacking head color, folded ear when ear canal is not closed (uterine 
molding). Very Serious Defects: Concave forehead; folded ear when ear 
canal is involved and partially closed (inherited); overshot or undershot 
jaw.  Disqualifications: Blue eyes; crooked face. 

NECK & FOREQUARTERS  
NECK & FOREQUARTERS-ABGA: Moderate length NECK in proportion with body length. 
FOREQUARTERS full, well-fleshed, LIMBS well jointed and smoothly blended.  CHEST 
broad.  SHOULDERS fleshy and well proportioned with rest of body, smoothly blending 
and fitted into the withers.  WITHERS should be broad and well rounded, not sharp.  LEGS 
should be strong, well placed and in proportion with the depth of the body.  PASTERN 
joints should be strong and HOOVES well formed and as dark as possible. 

NECK & FOREQUARTERS - IBGA-International:  NECK should connect at the top of the 
withers.  Neck should be moderately long in relation to the length of the body.  Bucks 
should have a masculine, heavily muscled neck.  Does should have a neck which is 
refined and feminine.  CHEST should be broad and deep without excessive flesh or 
excessive skin in the brisket.  (Packers in US consider excessive skin and flesh in that 
area a waste.) The breast bone should not protrude to make a sharp edge in front of the 
vertical line made by the forelegs, but should give the appearance of being flat across.  
SHOULDERS must fit snugly against the body leaving the withers broad and well-
rounded.  The shoulder blades should not be visible above the line of the withers when the 
goat is standing with his head up.  When he walks with his head up, the shoulder blades 
should not move out from the body or move up too much above the line of the withers. 
FORELEGS should be straight, strong and of moderate length in proportion to the body.  
Bucks should have a masculine foreleg with a heavier bone than that of a doe.  They 
should be set out at the corners of the goat's body and go straight down to the ground, so 
that the body is carried between the legs, not on top of the legs.  FOREARM should be 
well-muscled.  PASTERNS must be strong and short.  Age weakens pasterns, and hauling 
can cause a temporary flexibility of the pastern as can excessive weight, such as that of a 
heavy pregnancy.  Poorly trimmed hooves can make the pastern appear faulty.  In 
determining breeding values of a goat the producer can consider that the pastern 
weakness is temporary; the judge of a show, however, must appraise the goat by its 
appearance on the day of the show.  HOOFS must be dark and well-shaped. 

NECK & FOREQUARTERS - USBGA:  In bucks the NECK should be well fleshed and of 
moderate length in proportion to the length of the body.  Does should have a more 
feminine extension of the neck.  The BREASTBONE should be wide and deep into the 
brisket.  The SHOULDERS should be wide and smooth across the top to demonstrate 
volume and rest flush against the withers.  The FRONT END assembly should be of 
sufficient height to be slightly elevated over the back.  FRONT LEGS should be straight 
and long enough to give sufficient height to front end assembly.  Front legs should be 
placed in correct proportion to the front end, and directly under the withers.  Front pastern 
should be short and straight.  A good balance between bone refinement and strength is 
essential.  Hooves should be black.  Feet should be strong with tight toes pointed directly 
forward with deep heels and the sole nearly uniform in depth from heal to toe.  animal 
should track with sufficient width between legs both fore and rear. 



FAULTS/NECK & FOREQUARTERS:  

(ABGA): Neck too long, too thick; Shoulders too loose; Any deformities or 
abnormalities in foreleg structure, muscle, bone, joint, or hoof.... to include 
but not limited to knock knees, bandy legs, hooves pointing outward or 
inward, splay toes, buck knees, hollow legs, straight or weak pasterns..  

(IBGA-International):   Serious Defects: Neck too thin, too long, too short or 
set wrong, shoulders too loose, pasterns too long or too flexible, fine-
boned legs, bowed legs, "knock knees", narrow chest, toes on the same 
foot that do not both point forward.  Very Serious Defects:  Extremely 
bowed legs or "knock knees", extremely deformed feet.   

(USBGA) - Slight to Serious Defects:  Loose, winged, or slightly open 
shoulders.  Narrow chest or pinched heart girth.  Neck too narrow or short 
in correlation with the body mass.  U neck in bucks or does.   Knees too 
close; Enlarged knees; Legs too fleshy or too thin;  Weak pasterns.  Very 
Serious Defects:  Severely open or loose shoulders.  Protruding 
breastbone.  Turned out or crooked feet;  Sprung pasterns; Bowed over 
knees;  A too long shank.   

BODY(BARREL) & HINDQUARTERS  
BODY (BARREL) & HINDQUARTERS - ABGA: BODY should be boldly three-dimensional: 
long, deep and wide.  RIBS should be well sprung.  LOIN should be well muscled, wide and 
long.  The TOP LINE should be reasonably straight and strong and the SHOULDER well 
rounded with an abundance of muscle from shoulder through hip.  RUMP should be broad 
and long with a gentle slope.  BRITCH and THIGHS well muscled and rounded.  Base of the 
TAIL must be centered and straight.  The remainder of the tail can curve upward or to one 
side.  LEGS should be strong and the leg should have a straight axis from the hip (pin 
bones) through the hock, fetlock, and pastern.  HOOFS should be well-formed and as dark 
as possible. 

BODY (BARREL) & HINDQUARTERS - IBGA-International:  BODY(BARREL) should be 
deep, long and wide with good spring of rib, rounded on the sides like a barrel, not flat like 
a box.  It is important that the body should not be pinched in just behind the shoulders.  
This is where the long back muscle begins, and that muscle should be full at the point of 
attachment as well as along the rest of the back.  It is important that this backbone 
structure be wide as well as long and well covered with muscle.  The top line should be 
straight from the shoulder to the point of the hip, although a slight dip can be tolerated.  
The back should be strong and not show signs of sagging in the middle.  The distance 
between the last rib and the front edge of the hip bone should be long; this is where the 
length of the loin is measured.  HINDQUARTERS: RUMP...the slope of the rump which 
begins on the top line at the point of the hips and goes to the tail should not be steep, and 
the distance between those two points should be long.  When looked at from the side the 
hind leg should be full and well-rounded extending all the way to the hock.  Viewed from 
the back the rump should be wide and full and deep.  Beginning from the hairless area 
around the tail and extending to the point at which the legs split apart is the "twist". A 
bucks twist should be long and the rump in that area should be wide and heavily muscled.  
It is a plus if a doe also has some depth to her twist.  The doe will carry more femininity in 
her muscling then the buck.  SHANK: the shank of the hind leg should be muscled on both 
the outside and inside of the leg bone.  A Boer goat should have good width between the 



hocks, and the hocks should point straight back, not in, or out.  HIND LEG: should have a 
slight angle and not be entirely straight up and down from the hip through the hock and 
the pastern.  That angle should not be too acute, however.  PASTERNS must be short and 
strong.  When the animal walks the feet should move straight ahead.  TAIL should come 
straight out from the dock and not be carried to one side or the other.  The hairless skin 
around the anal area ideally should be 100% pigmented, but it must be at least 75% 
pigmented.  In kids under 4 months old 50% pigmentation is acceptable.  Pigmentation is 
present if that skin area is any shade of color from light tan to black.  Lack of pigmentation 
causes the skin in that area to be pink.  The purpose of this requirement is to prevent 
cancer of the skin from sun damage. 

BODY(BARREL) & HINDQUARTERS: - USBGA:  BODY: no statement. RIBS: no statement. 
LOINS: wide, long, well covered. TOPLINE: Back should be broad and long..  Slight dip 
behind withers is permissible to allow rotation. SHOULDERS: wide and smooth across top 
to demonstrate volume and should rest flush against the withers. RUMP: long, slightly 
level. HINDQUARTERS should have good extension to fully fleshed THIGHS. Thighs 
should be round, well muscled, and extend far down the back leg. PIN BONES should be 
wide and well placed. TAIL: must be straight where it grows out of the dock and swing to 
either side. LEGS: Back legs should be set wide apart and straight when viewed from the 
rear with clean hocks.    Rear legs should be nearly perpendicular from hocks to pasterns 
viewed from the side. Rear pasterns should be short to medium length. Good balance 
between bone refinement and strength essential.   Should track with sufficient width 
between legs both fore and rear. HOOFS:  black, strong, tight toes, pointed forward, deep 
heels and sole nearly uniform in depth from heal to toe.  Feet should be strong with tight 
toes pointed directly forward with deep heels and the sole nearly uniform in depth from 
heal to toe.       

FAULTS/BODY(BARREL & HINDQUARTERS:  

(ABGA): Faults:  Neck too short or too thin; shoulders too loose, and any 
structural muscle, bone, joint, or hoof deformities or abnormalities, to 
include but not limited to bandy legs, hooves pointing outward or inward, 
splay toes,  hollow legs.  Concave or swayback; chest too narrow or 
shallow or flat; shoulders weakly attached; inadequate muscle through the 
back and loin, pinched heart girth.  Weak or straight pasterns, rump too 
steep, sicle-hocked, cow-hocked, post legs.  Disqualifications:  Wry tail.  

(IBGA-International):  Serious Defects: Narrow back, pinched-in heart girth, 
swayback, short loin, flat sides, shallow body.  Hindquarters that come to a 
screwdriver point, steep rump, short hips, not enough muscling in the 
rump or hip, a hip muscle that fails to come down to the hock leaving a 
portion of the shank bare of meat, hocks that come together ("cow 
hocked") or bow apart (sickle hocked), weak pasterns, badly shaped feet or 
feet that point in or out.  A hind leg which is too straight (post legged) or 
too sharply angled.  A rayed tail (one that is carried to one side or the 
other).  Very Serious Defects:  Extreme swayback, extremely pinched-in 
heart girth, lack of a substantial long back muscle when the goat is in good 
condition.  Extremely cow hocked or sickle hocked hind legs, extremely 
weak pasterns, extremely deformed feet, lack of sufficient meat on its 



hindquarters when the goat is in good condition.       

(USBGA): Slight to Serious Defects: Loin too narrow or short or lacking 
cover.  Lacking length or covering throughout. Wry or broken tail.  Pin 
bones too narrow; Legs too fleshy or too thin; weak pasterns.     Very 
Serious Defects:  Swayback;  Steep rump;  Flat hindquarters or rump;  Hind 
legs too close together . 

SKIN AND COVERINGS  
SKIN AND COVERINGS-ABGA: SKIN loose and supple.  PIGMENT:  Eyelids and other 
hairless areas must be pigmented.  Hairless areas under the tail should be at least 75% 
pigmented:  100% is preferred.  HAIR:  Short glossy hair is disireable.  A limited amount of 
winter down or under-coat will be accepted during winter, especially in colder 
environments. 

SKIN AND COVERINGS-IBGA-International: The SKIN should be loose and supple because 
this is an indication of the goat's ability to grow.  PIGMENT:  Eyelids and hairless parts of 
the body should be 100% pigmented, but 75% is acceptable.  For kids under 4 months old 
50% pigmentation is acceptable.  HAIR should be short.  A soft fur-like cashmere which 
grows under and through the hair is acceptable in winter.  If the goat has been in cold 
climates this cashmere may be more abundant.  

SKIN AND COVERINGS-USBGA:    SKIN loose and supple with sufficient folds over the 
neck and chest, especially in bucks. Eyelids and hairless areas must be pigmented. 
Hairless skin under the tail should have 75% pigmentation for stud purposes with 100% 
ideal. HAIR: short glossy hair is desirable showing freedom from coarseness. Limited 
amount of winter down will be tolerated during winter months. 

FAULTS/SKIN AND COVERINGS:  

(ABGA) -  Faults:  Hair too long or too coarse.  Disqualifications:  Not 
enough skin pigmentation.  Any extreme occurrence of an undesirable trait. 
   

(IBGA-International):..none listed.     

USBGA -Slight to Serious Defects:  Skin too tight;  Course hair texture;  
Hair too long;  Tail with less than 50% pigmentation in does.  Very Serious 
Defects:  Tail with less than 50% pigmentation in bucks; Pink eyelids;  Pink 
tail on does; Skin too lightly pigmented.  Disqualifying Defects:  Pink tail on 
bucks;  Solid white buck or doe;  Solid black, black & white, or black head 
on buck or doe. 

COLORATION  
COLORATION-ABGA: The preferred Boer goat is an animal with red hair on the head and 
ears and white on the remainder of the body but other coloration's are acceptable.  
(Ennoblement program is more specific regarding acceptable colorations.)  

COLORATION-IBGA-International:  COLOR: The head may be completely red or have a 



white blaze in the face.  As a minimum, the head should have enough color to surround 
the eyes and cover 50% of the head.  The ears should ideally be 90% colored, but 50% 
coloring is acceptable if the skin under the white hair is pigmented.  The color of the hair 
may vary from light to dark red. 

COLORATION-USBGA:  .The body should ideally be white, but 20% spotting or coloration 
is permitted.  Solid colors, other than white and black, will not be discriminated against.   
Both ears should have at least 75% red coloring to be ideal, 50% is acceptable if at least 
75% of head area is colored.  The red on face should be at least 40% on both sides of the 
head, excluding the ears.  A totally red head, or a red head with a white blaze or white spot 
is ideal.  Red may range in shade from light to dark red, although orange, brown or reddish 
black will be accepted. 

FAULTS/COLORATION:  

(ABGA) - No faults or disqualifications listed.  

(IBGA-International): - No coloration defects mentioned.   

(USBGA) -  Slight to Serious Defects:  Lacking color on head.  Disqualifying 
Defects:  Solid white buck or doe;  Solid black, black & white, or black head 
on buck or doe. 

REPRODUCTION ORGANS  
REPRODUCTION ORGANS-ABGA: Does should have well formed udders with good 
attachment with the number of functional teats not to exceed two per side.  A split teat 
with two distinctly separated teats and openings with at least 50% of the body of teat 
separated is permissible but teats without a split are preferred.  It is most important that 
the udder is constructes so that the offspring are able to nurse unassisted.  Does must 
have kidded or exhibited pregnancy by 24 months of age.  Bucks must have two large well 
formed, functional, equal sized testes in a single scrotum with no more than a 2" split in 
the apex of the scrotum. 

REPRODUCTION ORGANS-IBGA-International: DOES--A doe should have a well-
developed udder which is firmly attached, not hanging low with pendulous teats.  Boer 
goats were developed to produce multiple kids.  For this reason South African producers 
selectively bred them to have more than the two teats that other goats have in order to 
feed triplets and quadruplets.  One or more functional teats on each side are acceptable.  
A split teat is acceptable if it is not joined for more than 50% of its length.  BUCKS--A buck 
should have two well formed, approximately equal-sized testes in a single scrotum with a 
well developed epididymis at the bottom of each testicle and a clean cord connected to the 
apex of each testicle.  A split of no more than 1 inch of the scrotum is acceptable.  The 
size of the testes vary with age and season, but the circumference should be large enough 
to indicate fertility and libido. 

REPRODUCTION ORGANS-USBGA:  The DOES should hve a well-formed mammary 
system.  It should consist of good attachment and no more than two separated functional 
teats per side of udder.  A functional teat has an orifice in it.  Ideally, does hould have one 
teat per udder half.  The BUCKS should have two large well-formed equal size testes in a 
single scrotum.  The apex of the scrotum may hve a split no longer than 1 inch.  Scrotal 
circumference varies with the age of the buck.  The normal circumference is 10 inches on 
a yearling buck and 12 inches on a two year old buck.  Teat structure on the male shoud 



consist of no more than two separated teats per side.  Ideally, bucks should have one teat 
per side. 

FAULTS/REPRODUCTION ORGANS:  

(ABGA): Faults:  Udder and teat abnormalities or defects to include but not 
limited to oversized or bulbous teats, pendulous udder.   Disqualifications:  
Any extreme occurrence of an undesireable tait is a disqualification.  
Cluster teats, fishtail teats or a doe that has not kidded or exhibited signs 
of pregnancy by 24 months of age.  Single Testicle, Testicles too small.  
Abnormal or diseased testes; more than 2 inch split in the scrotum.      

(IBGA-International): Serious defects: Does...a split teat joined for more 
than 50% of its length, a double teat which does not separate but has a 
double-wide end which is too large for the newborn kid to suckle, a cluster 
of teats too close together to be suckled successfully.  Very serious 
defects:  Bucks...Small or abnormal testes, a split in the scrotum of more 
than 1 inche, nodules on the cords connected to the testes.   Most serious 
defects:  Does...Any teat formation which would present a hazard to a 
newborn kids' survival.   Bucks...One testicle or no testicles.  

(USBGA):  Slight to Serious Defects: Testicles that twist while buck walks.  
Very Serious Defects:  More than 2 teats per side on a doe.  Small or 
abnormal testicles.  Scrotal split more than 1 inch.  Disqualifying Defects:  
More than 2 teats per side on a buck.  Split teat with two distinctly 
separated milk ducts divided less than 75% on bucks or does.  Bunched or 
cluster teats on bucks or does. 

   

            TO RETURN TO EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL INDEX CLICK ON (Return). 

  

  

  

USBGA BREED STANDARD:    The USBGA (Spicewood, Texas): Check at 
http://www.theibga.org/ for updates. 
  



     GENERAL APPEARANCE:    The Boer goat is a meat animal and as such the 
general appearance should give an impression of size and strength.  The bucks should be 
substantially larger than does with a broad chest, a strong back and smooth muscled 
rump.  Their head should be broad with a convex nose and horns that curve back.  Does 
should also appear broad with a firm stance, meaty chest and strong rump and thights; 
but with a more feminine appearance.  The overall appearance should be that of a strong, 
well built meat producer.    

     HEAD SHAPE AND COLOR:  The Boer goat should have a strong head with 
brown eyes.  A desirable head should have a smooth and continuous convex curve from 
the nose to the apex of the horn.  Horns should be round, darkly colored and moderately 
to widely spaced.  Animals may have their horns removed with no discrimination shown 
against them.  Ears are to be flat and hang smoothly along the side of the face, avoiding 
the eyes.  The bottom tip of the ear may be folded.  The jaws must fit well.  A totally red 
head, or a red head with a white blaze or white spot is ideal.  The red may range in shade 
from light to dark red, although orange, brown or reddish black will be accepted.  The 
minimum color requirement for breeding stock shoud be a patch of red at least 40% on 
both sides of the head, excluding the ears.  Both ears should have at least 75% red 
coloring to be ideal, however 50% is acceptable as long as there is at least 75% overall 
pigmentation of the head area.  Slight to Serious Defects:  1. Horns too straight or too flat 
or too close together  2.  Pointed jaw or pinched jaw  3.  Stiff protruding ears or ears that 
are too short  4. Lacking color on head  5. folded ear when ear canl is not closed (uterine 
molding)   Very Serious Defects:  1. Concave forehead  2.  Folded ear when ear canal is 
involved & partially closed. (inherited)  3. Overshot or undershot jaw   Disqualifications:  1. 
Blue eyes   2.Crooked face.   
  
     FRONT END ASSEMBLY:  In bucks the neck should be well fleshed and of 
moderate length in proportion to the length of the body.  Does should have a more 
feminine extension of the neck.  The breastbone should be wide and deep into the brisket.  
The shoulder should be wide and smooth across the top to demonstrate volume and rest 
flush against the withers.  The front end assembly shoud be of sufficient height to be 
slightly elevated over the back.  Slight to Serious Defects:  1.Loose, winged, or slightly 
open shoulders. 2.narrow chest or pinched heart girth.  3.Neck too narrow or short in 
correlation with the body mass.  4. U neck in bucks or does.   Very Serious Defects:  1. 
Severly open or loose shoulders. 2.  Protruding breastbone.  
  
      BACK:  Back should be broad and long.  A slight dip behind withers is permissible 
to allow rotation  The wide loin shoud be long and well covered.  The rump should be long 
and slightly level.  Hindquarters should have good extension to fully fleshed thights.  
Thigh should be round, well muscled and extend far down the back leg.  Pin bones should 
be wide and well placed.  The tail must be straight where it grows out of the dock and 
swing to either side. Slight to Serious Defects:  1. Loin too narrow or short or lacking 
cover.  2. Lacking length or covering throughout .  3. Wry or broken tail.  4. Pin bones too 
narrow.  Very Serious Defects:  1.Sway back.  2. Steep rump.  3. flat hindquarters or rump.   
  
      LEGS, PASTERNS & FEET:  Front legs should be straight and long enough 
to give sufficient height to front end assembly.  Front legs should be placed in correct 
proportion to the front end, and directly under the withers.  Front pastern should be short 
and straight.  Back legs should be set wide apart and straight when viewed from the rear 
with clean hocks.  A good balance between bone refinement and strength is essential.  
The rear legs should be nearly perpendicular from hocks to pasterns when viewed from 
the side.  Rear pasterns should be short to medium length.  Front and rear hooves should 
be black.  Feet should be strong with tight toes pointed directly forward with deep heels 



and the sole nearly uniform in depth from heal to toe.  Animal should track with sufficient 
width between legs both fore and rear.  Slight to Serious Defects:  1.Knees to close.  2. 
Enlarged knees.  3.Legs too fleshy or too thin.  4. Weak pasterns   Very Serious Defects:  
1.Turned out or crooked feet.  2. Hind legs too close together.   3. Sprung pasterns.  4. 
Bowed over knees.  5. A too long shank.     
  
     SKIN AND COVERING:  A loose supple skin with sufficient chest and neck 
folds, especially on the bucks, is essential.  Eyelids and hairless parts must be 
pigmented.  The hairless skin under the tail should have 75% pigmentation for stud 
purposes with 100% pigmentation the ideal.  The body should ideally be white, but 20% 
spotting or coloration is permitted.  Solid colors, other than white and black, will not be 
discriminated against.  Short glossy hair showing freedom from coarseness is desireable.  
A limited amount of winter down will be tolerated during winter months.  Slight to Serious 
Defects:  1.Skin too tight.  2. Coarse hair texture.  3. Hair too long.  4. Tail with less than 
505 pigmentation in does.    Very Serious Defects:  1.Tail with less than 50% pigmentation 
in bucks.  2. Pink eyelids.  3. Pink tail on does.  4.  Skin too lightly pigmented.   
Disqualifications:  1. Pink tail on bucks.  2. Solid white buck or doe.  3.  solid black, black & 
white, or black head on buck or doe. 
  
  
     REPRODUCTIVE ORGANS: The does should have a well-formed mammary 
system.  It should consist of good attachment and no more than two separated functional 
teats per side of udder.  A functional teat has an orifice in it.  Ideally, does should have one 
teat per udder half.  The bucks should have two larege well-formed equal size testes in a 
single scrotum.  The apex of the scrotum may have a split no longer than 1 inche (2.5 cm).  
Scrotal circumference varies with age of the buck.  The normal circumference is 10 inches 
(25.5 cm) on a yearling buck and 12 inches (30.5 cm) on a two year old buck.  Teat 
structure on the male should consist of no more than two separated teats per side.  
Ideally, bucks should have one teat per side.   Slight to Serious Defects:  1.Testicles that 
twist while buck walks   Very Serious Defects:  1.More than 2 teats per side on a doe.  2. 
Small or abnormal testicles.  3. Scrotal split more than 1 inch (2.5cm).   Disqualifications:  
1. More than 2 teats per side on a buck.  2. Split teat with two distinctly separated milk 
ducts divided less than 75% on bucks or does.  3. Bunched or cluster teats on bucks or 
does.  
   
        
  

..................................................................................................................................................................... 

TEATS COMPARISONS     (Return). 



 
   
Acceptable Teat Structure (Above)---The various standards read no more than two functional 
teats per udder half. A functional teat has an offerice and allows proficient nursing. Nubs have no 
offerices and do not qualify as teats. The above are examples of freshened udders with acceptable 
teat structure. The kids are not prevented from nursing. (The gray area is the other half of the 
udder.) E is the ideal. A is the ideal example of two teats per side. D is a fish teat (two coming from 
one stem) but is acceptable because the split is 50% or more of the total length. (Note * below).   F 
tried to be two teats fused together, contains two offerices, and is narrow enough to allow the kids 
to suckle. G is a variation of the same thing. Examples B, C, and H show nubs in conjunction with 
teats, with the nubs not interfering with sucking. Examples B and H may seem like clusters in the 
newborn and young doelings before the udder expands with freshening. A judge must call the teat 
as he sees it the day of the show. A qualifying split teat in a young doeling (example D) can turn 
into a disqualifier after she freshens, if the base lengthens beyond 50%.  *In the new ABGA 
standard,  D would be disqualifying as they are not allowing any splits as of 1/1/02. 
Unacceptable Teat Structure (Below)---The examples below are not acceptable according to the 
standards. They are not conducive to nourishing the kids as the structure interferes with the suction 
necessary for ample milk intake without unnecessarily tiring the kids. Example J, K, N, P, and Q 
have too many teats per side. K and L are "antler" teats. Q is a "cluster". M is a "fish teat" or "fish 
tail" and the base stem is more than 50% of the entire teat length. N has too many teats due to the 
fish teat making three teats (all with offerices). P is another example of a combination putting the 
teats over the two limit per side. Had the teat on the left side of P had no offerice on the smaller teat 
it would have been a nub, and if the longer section allowed nursing this would have been an 
acceptable arrangement. O is a Kalbas or Gourd teat and it does not allow adequate sucking. F 
above would be unacceptable if it were too thick to allow adequate sucking and would also be a 
Kalbas teat. ...........................................MAC GOATS (C. Marcus) 4/12/2000........ (Return) 

  



 
..................................................................................................................................................................... 

  

SOUTH AFRICAN BREEDER CODES: (Return).(The first 
three letters in a foreign South African Pedigree represents 
the Breeder) Example: *872G173 is a SA registration number. The 
first three numbers are (872)...looking below you will see the breeder is 
D. Nel. ......*832A66 is D. B and A. B Lubbe...(832).  
101-Jordaan, BJ... 102Van Aardt, AS... 103-Botha, PB 104-Schoeman, CJ   
105-Jordaan, Gideon... 106-Nell, LA 107-Kruger, TP 108-Jordaan, JA   
113-Jordaan, JR 114-Birch, ES 116-Malan, SW 120-Biggs, TA   
127-Berrington, WS 129-Nel, PJ 133-Vorster, AE 143-Van Niekerk, JA   
155-Marais, SJ(Fanie). 157-Vorster, IS 162-Greeff, PJ 163-Maree, HP   
167-Bredenkamp, JM 170-Fourie, T 175-Henderson, PW 176-DuPreezBoerdery..   
184-Botha, Theuns 185-Van Zyl, WJ.. 189-Berrington & Nel 192-Jordaan, Japie   
195-Botha, E 196-Greeff, LM 201-Wentzel, D 202-Marais, JJO   
216-Steynberg, JP 217-Moorcroft, HL 224-Namibie Admin. 225-Buys, BJ   
226-Bohm, 
E........................ 

227-Van der 
Ahee............ 

232-Bosman 
Landgoed....... 239-Gous, IS &JH   

 

241-Du Plessis, A ............ 251-Kinghorn, R 
D.......... 

256-Maritz, A W 
A.............. 

263-Jordaan, W J 
Jnr........   

282-Middendorff, I U... 285-Jordaan, Jackie 286-Jordaan, W G & 
Son 295-Groenewald, H B   

299-Versveld, W V R 310-Botha & Kotze 313-Nell, F J 316-Steyl, L R   
324-Van Der Merwe, P J 333-Steyn, J A 338-Erasmus, M S 348-Botha D S   
355-Von Wieligh, H D 356-Maritz, F 367-Gous, J G L 390/720-Van Wyk, P J   

430-Booysen, H J 444/474-Venter, J C 
Jr.... 452-Schoeman, C A 472-Mulder, J J   

479-Burger, A W A 484-Van der Walt, D J 486-Bothasdal Boerdery 486-Esterhuyse, H 
P(sic)   



489-Kuhn, C C 497-Van Gend, C G  505-Botha, H 506-Nel, P F   
512-Van Zyl, A J 514-Trollip, S W M 515-Van Zyl, J J 518-Van Rooyen P B   
521-Tsumis 
Landboukolleg 522-Swiegers, J A 523-Potgieter, J H 524-Coetzee, T   

534-Stander, J G 548-Knipe, A L 549-Jordaan, 
Andrew(AS) 554-Coffee, J A  

555-Van Zyl, FJ 556-Wannenberg, PJ 566-Du Raan, A B L 570-Olivier B J...   
571-Van der Merwe, J B 572-Agenbach, C J 575-Van der Merwe, J A 582-Du Raan, G   
585-Vlok, A C 586-Jacobs, P D 595-Bloem, M G & JP 602-Collen, H R   
611-Van Schalkwyk, C 
L.... 614-Hayward, S A 615-Botha, J W 617-Van Rensburg, L 

E J   

622-Bothma, G 626-Maritz, H E 627-Swiegers, G G 632-Du Toit, S P  

633-Myburgh, P D 634-Maritz, S G 636-Ehlers, S S 637-Smit, N A   
646-Marais, P G & Son 648-Maritz, A W A 649-Van Zyl, D H 659-Blaauw, P J L   

661-Henning, C R 662-Oosthuizen, D 665-Groenewald, H B 
Sns.. 667-Schoeman, Jurie    

671-Burger, W S 672-Hoon, G J 676-Van Niekerk, J J 677-Carsten, J J   
680-Conradie, J J 681-Sondags,Besproe... 686-Koortzen, P W H 688-Grobler, R J   
693-Meyer, C C 694-Cilliers, DSU & Sns 695-Comley, C M 712-Urry, K T   
723-Bester, J J 724-Burger, J A P 737-Van Bergen, J F J 739-Walters, A M   

745-Meyer, J J 747-Cumberland 
B/Bok.. 748-Van Zyl, J G 751-Kyryseb, P M   

753-Coetzee, S F 762-Burger, L M 763-Louw, D J 767-Venter, A P   
769-Admin. van 
Hereros.... 

770-Lotter, GJL -
Kobus 771-Risser, H G A 776-Botha, P N   

777-Jacobs, D R 782-L & A B/B Stoet 788-Kotze, J L K 789-Nel, J   
792-Vorster, B J M 794-Van Zyl, A J 797-Van Zijl 799-O'Callaghan, H H   

802-Klopper, H P 806-Van Niekerk, H J 807-Kruger, J C 812-Neudamm 
Landboukolg.   

819-Cawood, C C & 
Sns 

823-Hattingh, 
JHJA,Jr 826-Lotter, G J L 827-Zwiegers, J A S   

828-Lambrecht, J C M 831-Du Plesis, H L 832-Lubbe, D B & A 
D......... 834-Moolman, J J   

835-Munke, H K M 837-Jordaan, J U 838-Strydom, L G 841-Pietersen, C J   
844-Wiid, P J 845-Van Wyk, Kobus 850-Pienaar, A J 852-Van Rensburg, R   

854-Maritz, J H 859-Janse van 
Rensburg 861-Roets, P G W 862-Markram, J 

C(Edms.Bpk)   

865-Dippenaar, A J 869-Petzer & 
Henning 871-Goosen, H W 872-Nel, D   

873-Heiser, H W 874-Blignaut, J F 876-Bloem, W F 878-Lombard, W & E   
882-Slabbert, Z de B 885-Rust, P J 888-Maree, J B 889-Wiese, J (Mev)   
890-Van der 
Westhuizen  891-Nel & Lourens 892-Joubert, F J 895-SteenKamp, CJH & 

Sns   



897-Malan, S P 900-De Waal, S W P 903-Du Toit, C F 907-Nolte, J J   
910-Van der 
Westhuizen  911-Botha J J 912-Nel, E J 914-Vorster, W H   

915-Van Wijk, J G 916-Erasmus, W de S 917-Poortjie Boerboke 920-Horn, A H   

970-Maritz, A W A Jr. 971-Combrinck, C J 
G 972-De Villiers, C M 973-Hatting, H J   

978-Kemp, J D 979-Muller, H 980-Steyn, J C Genl. 981-Beyers & Beyers   
982-Hofman, J D 986-Nell, F J 987-De Klerk, W P 988-Karreehoek B/B Stoet   
990-Van Zyl, M J 991-Van Biljon, C H 992-Stander, R L & Sn 993-Joubert, J J F   
994-Schulz, J C 995-Blaauw, H M 998-Vorster, Sakkie  1020-Van Wielligh, G R  
1026-Biggs, D R 1036-Van Schalkwyk 1038-Boer Brs.Intrntl. 1040-Van Vuuren J P  

8391-Lubbe, H G P1-Botma, A J de N P12-Bloem J P & W F P13664-Du Preez, F A   
......   
.(Return)....................................................................................................................................................... 

FITTING AND SHOWING YOUR BOER/PERCENTAGE GOAT: (Tips on showing, ring 
behavior, grooming Boer Goats and "Things" you need to take to the show. ) The following is taken from 
the Extension Goat Handbook. (Parenthesis/bold print indicate MAC GOAT comments.) 
(Return) to index 

FITTING AND SHOWING by: C. Short, Fort Collins, CO..    
Getting Ready: There are many things that need to be done once you decide to enter a 
goat show. The better prepared that you are, the more you will enjoy the show.   

.....The first thing is to decide which of your animals to show. Be selective about the 
animals. Look for animals in your herd that are correct in conformation and in good 
condition, neither too fat nor too thin. Strong, healthy animals will be more competitive, 
better able to withstand the stress of travel and the show, and not be a source of health 
problems for other goats attending the show. 

  

.....Read the show rules, fill out the entry form completely, and send it to the specified 
person on time. If you have questions about the show, contact the show secretary. It is a 
good idea to keep a copy of your show entry so that you have a record of the animals 
entered and their classes. Check the health rules for the show and work with your 
veterinarian to make sure that you meet the rules. Take some time to review the parts of 
the goat and become familiar with the judges scorecard. The judge's placings and 
reasons at the show will be more meaningful if you are aware of the point differences 
defined by the scorecard. 

  

Fitting: Goat shows are far more relaxed if your animals are groomed and ready to go 
when you get to the show. Otherwise, you may end up rushing at the show stables trying 
to get your animals clipped (Boers and percentages do not have to be clipped) and 
their feet trimmed with probably hasty results. There is always some last minute bathing 
and grooming but it helps if the time consuming portions of the job have been done at 
home. (If the weather is real bad you may want to consider not soaking them with 
cold water at the show before their entry....just sponge bath them.) Hooves should 

  



be trimmed a few days before the show....bathe...goats with a mild shampoo...and rinse 
well...to remove loose hair and dandruff. (Be sure your goat does not have lice, treat to 
get rid of them if present.) (...Please note: Animals being shown in a Meat or Boer Goat 
Show are expected to have all their hair! It is not considered good form to shave a meat 
animal before a show like they do the dairy goats. Prize winning animals have actually 
lost their Champion place in the ring because they were naked! The Rule of Thumb for a 
Meat and/or Boer Show is: Present them washed, brushed and clean. Trim their hooves 
before they go on to the fair grounds. The areas between the hocks and the dew claws, 
the top of the hoof, and the tail may be trimmed up to appear neater, as can other "wild 
hair" areas, if needed.  
.....Practicing with your goats at home can result in better behaving animals in the ring 
and increased confidence on your part. Animals should be accustomed to being handled 
by strangers, especially having someone else's hand move over their necks, withers, 
back and sides, and udder (scrotum) so that they will stand still when being examined by 
the judge. (However, don't be afraid to go to a show because your goat will not 
stand still.....many have before you....these are meat goats, not pampered show 
goats) ....Chain collars are usually preferred for showing, although narrow leather 
collars are also used. (For those unruly animals and big bucks you would be well 
advised to use the pronged dog collars that you can buy in a pet store...you can also 
purchase extra links.) Collars should fit correctly, so that you can control your animal's 
movements in the ring. It is ideal to work with your animals ahead of time until they 
lead readily and respond quickly to signals. They should move forward with a slight pull 
on the collar and stop when you pull lightly up and back. Getting your animals used to 
wearing a collar and teaching them to lead and be tolerant of strangers is important with 
young stock, because they can often be stubborn about learning show manners. (Again, 
don't not enter a show just because your meat goat does not lead just right. He will 
have a tendency to follow the others....and I have seen exhibitors have to drag their 
animals a bit....we are not talking Junior Showmanship here!)  

  

......(Be sure your animals are properly registered with either The IBGA or ABGA 
if they are entering as percentages or fullbloods in the Boer division.....if they are 
entering the meat goat division, they do not have to be registered. ..Check those 
tattoos before leaving your home. Be sure your ear tattoos are readable. Be sure 
their tattoos match those on the registration papers. Be sure you have gotten those 
ownership papers transferred to your name if you want the credit for the win. I 
will be writing an article on the scoring of the animals soon.) 

  

.....What to take to the Show: The first, and most important, items to take to the show 
are, of course, your animals. Goats are easily transported, but common sense should be 
followed. Goats need to be protected from inclement weather and, unless there is much 
available space, young animals will travel better if they are separated from adults. Don't 
forget the registration and health papers; they are required before you can participate in 
the show. (You need to check to see what health papers are required if you are 
coming from out of state....or if their are special rules of the show.) A tack box, 
especially one that locks, is a convenient way to carry the many small items that are 
needed at the show. You can make a checklist of items or follow the suggested lists 
below. 

  



Feed and Bedding: Some shows will have a supply of hay and straw for sale. Check 
ahead of time to see whether such will be available before you decide to bring your 
own. some exhibitors prefer their own hay, so that their animals will not have a change 
in diet. You need:...hay....straw....grain...hay feeders....grain feeders....water 
buckets.....bottles and nipples if you are taking (bottle fed) kids....salt or trace minerals. 

  

Equipment: After you have attended a few shows, you will know what equipment is 
useful, including:... clippers (for last minute touchups....remember, you do not have to 
clip the Boer or percentages).....hoof trimmers ....extra collars....tie ropes....livestock 
shampoo....short hose for bathing....hair blow drier....wash bucket ....towels to dry 
animals.....clean cloths for last cleanups....brushes....paper towels....first aid items, 
antibiotics, disinfectants, bandages, fly spray....herd signs for above your pens 
....pitchfork ....rake ....broom ....pliers ....hammer and nails....scissors....staple 
gun....extension cord. 

  

Personal items: Many exhibitors prefer to spend the night in the barn with their 
animals. Personal items that may be needed include:.....cot....sleeping 
bag.....pillows.....folding chair....clean clothes....show clothes ....toilet 
articles....flashlight....snacks and food....equipment for cooking. 

  

What to do at the Show: Goats should be unloaded and settled into pens with bedding, 
feed, and water as soon as they arrive at the show, especially if they have been traveling 
very far or the weather is unpleasant. Once your animals are bedded down, you can take 
your registration and health papers and check in with the show secretary; unless the 
show rules require health checks before unloading. There are usually copies of the show 
program available that contain the schedule of classes and special instructions. Your 
goats have to be checked prior to the start of the show by the show veterinarian. He has 
the authority of dismissing animals from the show if they are sick or appear to be 
potential health problems for other exhibitor's animals. Extra space should be adjacent 
to your animals for your equipment and feed. Exhibitors are responsible for care of their 
animals throughout the show, including clean bedding, feed, and fresh water, as needed. 
It usually takes goats a while to settle down into the show routine, especially if they 
have not been shown before. Walking your goats around the ring before the show starts, 
helps them feel more relaxed when it is time for their class. Your goats may need to be 
bathed at the show prior to their classes, even if they were bathed earlier at home. 
Bathing should be done during the warm part of the day, followed by a through drying, 
to prevent added stress from chilling. If the weather is cold or unpleasant, goats can be 
brushed and spot cleaned with a damp rag, instead of bathing. Most goats will benefit 
from a final touch up cleaning with a damp cloth just prior to being shown. This is a 
good time to double check areas that are hard to keep clean, such as hooves, inside the 
ears, around the eyes and nose, and under the tail. 

  

Guidelines: Although every show is different, the following will make shows more 
enjoyable and worthwhile:--- -Cooperate with the show officials to the best of your 
ability..........Learn the rules of the show and follow them......Keep your pens and 
animals neat and clean at all times.....Be prepared and willing to answer questions from 
show visitors about your goats and goats in general......Handle your goats with dignity, 
pride, and gentleness, both inside the show ring and outside. Stay calm with 
troublesome animals; abusiveness is uncalled for.......Be courteous to the other 

  



exhibitors and the judge......Restrict conversation in the ring except to respond to the 
judge or show officials.......Be gracious about accepting the judge's opinion. (No matter 
how we really feel!).......Show your animals the whole time you are in the ring, until the 
judge has given his reasons and the class has been dismissed........If you have questions 
about the judging, wait until after the show is over to talk to the judge........Smile and 
enjoy yourself - it's part of showmanship.......Remember that placings at a show are one 
judge's opinion of how a certain group of animals compare with each other on a certain 
day. Placings of the same animals can be quite different under a different judge or at a 
different time, especially with nonmilking stock. 
In The Ring: Exhibitors should wear appropriate clothes to show their animals, such as 
clean jeans or slacks and a nice crisp shirt or blouse. Goats should be brought to the 
ringside a few minutes before start of their class, so that you are ready to enter the ring 
as soon as the class is called. You will need to know the birth date of each of your 
animals in the ring....the judge could ask you for this information. Watching the 
class ahead of yours will give you an idea of the judge's procedure and preferred method 
of lining up animals. When it is your turn to enter the ring, lead slowly and gracefully in 
a clockwise direction. Leave about 3 feet between your goat and that of other exhibitors 
when walking around the ring; and about 2 feet between animals when lined up head to 
tail or side by side. Please don't crowd other exhibitors and detract from the judges 
view. Stay attentive to the judge but, at the same time, be aware of your goat and what it 
is doing. Keep your goat between you and the judge at all times. If you need to change 
sides, move around the goat's head and change hands on the collar. Keep the collar high 
on the goat's neck, holding it in your hand at the top of the neck, just behind the ears. 
This gives you better control over the animals' movements and keeps her head up high 
enough so that it has an attractive carriage. After the goats have walked around the ring 
a few times, the judge will ask the exhibitors to form a line with their animals, usually 
side by side. When you set your goat up in line, pose it with it's feet squarely under it's 
body and it's hind feet slightly spread. It is usually easiest to set up the hind feet first. 
You can move the back feet where you want them by pressing back on the opposite 
shoulder or by picking up the leg between the hock and pastern and setting it down in 
the desired position. Once you have your goat well placed, let it be. Keep your hands off 
your animals as much as possible when it is set up, so that you will not draw the judge's 
attention away from your animals to you. Talking quietly to your goat or lightly rubbing 
it's belly or side nearest you keeps it alert and contented. Some exhibitors prefer to squat 
beside their goat while they are waiting in line. However, do not kneel with your knees 
on the ground, and be sure to stand up when the judge approaches your animal. Be ready 
to restrain your goat if necessary while the judge examines it. This can be done in two 
ways: (1) put your knee in front of it's shoulder so it can't move forward; and (2) grasp a 
front leg between the knee and the pastern and flex the leg back against the chest. If the 
judge asks you to change places in the ring, lead your goat forward out of the line, up or 
down the line to the place indicated, and back through the line, making a U-turn to get 
back into position. Do not back your goat into a different position unless the distance is 
short. Watch the judge closely, and respond quickly when the judge indicates the 
placings in the final line up. Be aware of show procedures; first and second place 
winners in each class are usually expected to remain at ringside to compete for 
champion. In....sanctioned shows, the judge will check tattoos and the show secretary 

  



will check registration papers for all breed champions before they leave the ring. The 
secret of good showmanship is to control your animal in such a manner that the judge 
sees it at it's best but never notices you....animals that can be successfully groomed to 
look as good as possible for a show are those that are well fed and cared for, in good 
health, and generally of good type............. 
TO RETURN TO EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL INDEX CLICK ON (Return).   

SELECTING THAT GOAT FOR A SHOW PROJECT..........Article One: (Picked up 
from Ranch and Rural Living, "The Showring" by Frank Craddock & Ross Shultz).(Return) to index.. 

  

......."SELECTION : The selection of a goat for a project is one of the most important 
decisions...." "The type of goat you select at the beginning of the project will have a 
major influence on the results at the end of the project. However, one must remember 
that a winning goat is a combination of good selection, good nutritional management, 
proper grooming and outstanding showmanship" "When selecting young goats, one 
must be conscious of age and fat thickness. Young goats that are bloomy and fat always 
look good, while young goats that are thin do not look as good. Learn to look past fat 
and recognize muscle so that you can pick those goats that are genetically superior." 
"Anytime you purchase goats, it is important to know a little about the producer you are 
buying from. do not hesitate to ask questions about their goats' bloodlines and the age of 
the goats in question." "When selecting goats there are five major areas of emphasis that 
should be considered. They are structural correctness, muscle, volume and capacity, 
style and balance, and growth potential. 

  

........STRUCTURAL CORRECTNESS: "Structural correctness refers to the skeletal system 
or bone structure of an animal. Goats should be up-headed, with the neck extending out 
of the top of the shoulders. Goats should travel and stand wide and straight on both their 
front and rear legs, and their legs should be placed squarely under the body. They 
should have a strong level top, and a long rump with a slight slope from their hooks to 
their pins. Goats should be heavy boned and be strong on their pasterns. Open 
shouldered, weak topped, weak pasterns, deep rumped goats should be avoided." 

  

.......MUSCLE: "Generally, goats that walk and stand wide are going to be heavier 
muscled. Goats should have a deep, heavily muscled leg and rump, with the widest part 
of the leg being the stifle area, when viewed from behind. They should have a broad, 
thick back and loin that is naturally firm and hard handling. Goats should be wide 
through their chest floor, with bold shoulders and a prominent forearm muscle. The 
chest and forearm of a goat are the best indicators of muscling in thin goats."  

  

........VOLUME & CAPACITY: "Volume and capacity refers to the relationship of length of 
body with depth of body and width of body. Goats should be long bodied, with adequate 
depth and spring of rib. Try to avoid selecting goats that are short bodied, narrow based, 
and flat ribbed."  

  

........STYLE & BALANCE: "Style and balance refers to the way all body parts blend 
together, how the shoulder blends into the rib cage, the rib cage to the loin to the rump, 
and how eye-appealing a goat is. When viewed from the side, a goat should be smooth 
shouldered, level topped, trim middled and straight legged. A goat that is balanced, 
pretty and holds his head up is the first one you notice when you walk in the pen."  

  

........GROWTH POTENTIAL: "The ability of an animal to grow rapidly is very important.   



Generally, the larger framed goat, as indicated by a long head, neck, canon bone, and 
body, will grow faster, be larger and more competitive in the show ring." THE END...TO 

RETURN TO EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL INDEX CLICK ON (Return). 
   

 


